Abstract. We introduce the second-harmonic patterned polarization-analyzed reflection confocal (SPPARC) microscope-a multimodal imaging platform that integrates Mueller matrix polarimetry with reflection confocal and second-harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy. SPPARC microscopy provides label-free three-dimensional (3-D), SHG-patterned confocal images that lend themselves to spatially dependent, linear polarimetric analysis for extraction of rich polarization information based on the Mueller calculus. To demonstrate its capabilities, we use SPPARC microscopy to analyze both porcine tendon and ligament samples and find differences in both circular degree-of-polarization and depolarization parameters. Moreover, using the collagen-generated SHG signal as an endogenous counterstain, we show that the technique can be used to provide 3-D polarimetric information of the surrounding extrafibrillar matrix plus cells or EFMC region. The unique characteristics of SPPARC microscopy holds strong potential for it to more accurately and quantitatively describe microstructural changes in collagen-rich samples in three spatial dimensions.
Introduction
Collagen is the most prevalent protein in the human body, 1,2 and as part of the extracellular matrix (ECM), it plays an important role in regulation of cell behavior. 3 For type I fibrillar collagen, properties such as alignment, structural organization, and polarization response have been shown to affect and/or depend on tumor progression, 4 bone development, 5 aging, and wound healing. 6 It has even been suggested that part of the embedding ground matrix having little fiber content (called the extrafibrillar matrix or EFM) affects degeneration remodeling 7 and mechanical behavior. 8 Hence, quantification of collagen and the surrounding EFM plus cell (EFMC) properties can provide a framework for objective assessment of tissues, and for more accurately monitoring sensitive changes. [9] [10] [11] Second-harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy is a prevalent fibrillar collagen-imaging modality on which quantitative techniques have been applied. [12] [13] [14] SHG microscopy is useful due to its specificity to the noncentrosymmetric structure of collagen, and the technique's optical sectioning and label-free capabilities. 15 An example of a quantitative approach employed on SHG is the forward-to-backward SHG measurement, which has been used as a potential marker for tendon hydration levels. 16 Also, Fourier-transform SHG has been used to quantify two-dimensional (2-D) 17, 18 and three-dimensional (3-D) 19 collagen fiber spatial organization in tendon.
Quantification of the polarization properties of light scattered from tissues has been exploited as a means to assess collagen. [20] [21] [22] A polarization-based technique able to implement quantitative measures is polarized light microscopy (PLM). 23, 24 PLM leverages the birefringent properties of collagen to increase image contrast, and measure fibril orientation and parallelism. 25, 26 For example, quantitative PLM has been used to measure collagen anisotropy in sheep tendon. 27 However, PLM is limited to 2-D analysis.
Another group of polarization-based approaches for characterizing collagen invokes the derivation of the second-order polarization susceptibility M ¼ ðS o1 S o2 S o3 S o4 ÞðS i1 S i2 S i3 S i4 Þ −1 via its relation to the measured SHG intensity. [28] [29] [30] This approach has been employed in revealing significant differences in the susceptibility matrix elements between human melanoma tumor and comparable normal mouse skin tissue, 28 and for mapping anisotropy information in collagen-muscle junction of chicken wing. 31 In another study, our group showed the potential of using normalized χ ð2Þ matrix elements to infer molecular differences in breast biopsy collagen samples. 30 One shortcoming of this method, however, is the need to assume a model crystallographic arrangement and subsequently fit the measured SHG signal data to this model.
A more comprehensive polarization-based approach entails the use of Mueller matrix polarimetry. This technique invokes the rich and comprehensive Mueller matrix framework for characterization of acquired tissue images. 32 The Mueller matrices can be decomposed to extract parameters that are representative of the polarization properties of the sample; a popular decomposition method is the Lu-Chipman Mueller matrix polar decomposition (MMPD). 33 The MMPD, which assumes multiplicative polarization effects in optical systems, has been applied to describe the polarization response of fibrillar collagen 34 and to identify differentiating features between healthy tissues and cancerous human basal cell carcinoma. 35 Our group also previously applied an adaptation of Mueller matrix polarimetry to SHG microscopy for assessment of collagenous porcine tissue. 36 Using this adaptation, based on a generalized StokesMueller formalism [37] [38] [39] and particular to two-photon processes, 40, 41 we derived a bimodal mean difference metric (μ d )-associated with the degree-of-polarization-which showed increasing variation in porcine tissue with sample thickness. A limitation of this second-order Mueller matrix theory is that the parameters are not as intuitive as the conventional polarimetry case, which is important for understanding the underlying tissue properties.
In general, Mueller matrix polarimetry has been carried out using several image acquisition options, namely, brightfield microscopy, 42 optical coherence tomography (OCT), 43 and laser scanning reflectance confocal microscopy. 44 Polarimetry on OCT is part of the broader polarization-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) family that has been used to monitor birefringence due to thermal damage in porcine tendon, 45 quantify birefringent properties of skin, 46 and assess coronary plaque collagen content. 47 It has also been combined with SHG for imaging collagen in skin samples from salmon. 48 PS-OCT has the advantage of 3-D sectioning and deep penetration due to the coherencegating effect and near-IR wavelengths typically used, respectively. 49 However, in comparison to confocal imaging 50 and SHG microscopy, PS-OCT generally does not achieve submicron resolution. 51 In addition, PS-OCT specificity to collagen is not as high as SHG microscopy. 52 Laser scanning reflectance confocal microscopy presents an attractive polarimetric image acquisition option for several reasons. First, it also enables 3-D optical sectioning. 53 Furthermore, it is readily used for microscopy of unstained tissue samples. 54, 55 In previous studies, Mueller matrix polarimetry has been combined with a confocal imaging system to obtain 3-D polarization information for collagenous tissues. 21, 44 However, confocal microscopy has no inherent imaging specificity to collagen, and hence, any subsequent analysis based on acquired images cannot discriminate between collagenous and noncollagenous regions. There is, therefore, a need to specify collagen-rich regions with a complementary technique so as to accurately target and characterize the collagen response in tissue samples.
We present herein the second-harmonic patterned polarization-analyzed reflection confocal (SPPARC) microscope, which provides both SHG and linear polarimetric confocal microscopy images at a target imaging plane in a volume. The primary aim of this work is to demonstrate the capabilities of SPPARC microscopy in obtaining spatially dependent polarization information in 3-D, from both collagen fibers in tissue and the surrounding EFMC. It combines the advantage of collagen-specificity from SHG microscopy with the potential insight acquired from linear polarimetry in reflection confocal microscopy. Moreover, the optical sectioning capability of both techniques is retained. The SHG images are used as an endogenous mask to pattern the confocal images, and the resulting collagen-filtered confocal images undergo MMPD analysis for extraction of traditional, linear polarimetric measures, namely, depolarization, retardance, and diattenuation matrices, along with their associated scalars. In addition, the noncollagenous regions comprising the EFMC can also be obtained from the SPPARC images and analyzed. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a single microscopy platform can provide label-free, quantitative information of both the collagen fibers comprising the ECM and the EFMC environment around the fibers.
The paper is organized as follows: we first briefly review the relevant Mueller matrix theory and polar decomposition in Sec. 2. Section 3 describes the experimental setup and sample preparation process, while the results are presented in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, we discuss and summarize these results.
Theory
In this section, we review the theory behind Mueller matrix decomposition. The Mueller matrix formalism deals with intensities rather than fields, 56 and this enables a mathematical description that accommodates the depolarization phenomena. A Mueller matrix linearly relates an input to an output Stokes vector via matrix multiplication given by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 7 5 For a given set of input Stokes vectors and a minimum of four independent output Stokes vector measurements, M can be uniquely determined by concatenating the vectors into matrices and inverting such that E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 2 2
Due to noise in measurements, it becomes desirable to "oversample" by taking more measurements, and then use the least squares estimate of the inverse (Chapter 22 of Ref. 57) E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 3 2 6 ; 3 5 7
where ðÞ −1 P represents the pseudoinverse operator and n (>4) is the number of polarization state generator (PSG) configurations used in the measurements.
MMPD decomposes the derived Mueller matrices into three matrices: the diattenuation, retardance, and depolarization matrices 33 such that E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 4 ; 3 2 6 ; 2 5 9
where E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 5 ; 3 2 6 ; 2 1 7
where m Δ , m R , and m D are the 3 × 3 depolarization, retardance, and diattenuation submatrices, respectively,P Δ is the polarizance vector, andD is the diattenuation vector. Scalar parameters, derived from the full matrix and submatrices, offer quantitative insight of physically relatable metrics, which are more intuitive for description of the systems. Table 1 lists some common scalar parameters and their respective definitions that can be extracted using MMPD analysis. These parameters were chosen based on their sensitivity to sample differences during experiments and their generally intuitive definitions.
Materials and Methods

Sample Preparation
Porcine tendon and posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) were embedded in optimal cutting temperature compound at −25 o C. The samples were then cut into thin sections using a cryostat (Leica CM3050S) and soaked in 1× phosphate-buffered saline to remove the excess embedding compound. Next, the sections were placed on glass microscope slides, and # 1.5 coverslips were mounted on top with the aqueous mounting media. Tweezers were used to gently lower the coverslip on the microscope slide to avoid creating any air bubbles. After the samples were dried, nail polish was applied on the corners to seal the samples. Note that this study is exempt from the Illinois Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Figure 1 shows the SPPARC optical setup. A Ti:Sapphire laser system (Spectra-Physics Mai-Tai) produces 100-fs duration pulses spectrally centered at 780 nm. The polarization state of the input beam is set using a PSG. 36 This beam is directed through a cube beam-splitter (30:70) and subsequently relayed by mirrors and lenses. A strain-free objective (Olympus ACHN40XP 0.65NA 40×) focuses the beam onto the sample. This relatively lower numerical aperture and strain-free objective is used to allow the focusing behavior to be satisfied within scalar diffraction theory 59 and to minimize unwanted polarization scattering effects. Scanning galvo mirrors sweep the beam across a ∼200-μm field-of-view on the sample. The episcattered signal is collected by the same objective, and guided back through the initial path up till the beam-splitter which partially reflects it toward a polarization state analyzer (PSA) 36 to measure the polarization state of the signal. The beam is focused through a 50-μm-diameter pinhole at the conjugate plane and then measured by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector D CONF to obtain polarimetric confocal images via different PSG-PSA configurations. SHG images at 390 nm are obtained using right circularly polarized light and no PSA, by inserting mirror M3 into the beam path. This deflects the beam toward a short-pass (Semrock FF01-680/SP-25) and band-pass (Semrock FF01-390/BP-18-25) filter combination so as to allow only the second-harmonic signal through, which is then detected by the PMT (D SHG ).
Experimental Setup
Setup Calibration and Mueller Matrix Characterization
Polarimetric images obtained using the setup include polarization contributions from the optical setup. In order to isolate the sample's Mueller matrix contribution, a full characterization of the optical setup's Mueller matrix is done. First, the forward matrix M F is obtained by PSA-PSG measurements using the arrangement in Fig. 2 In a similar manner, the forward + backward matrix M FB was obtained from the arrangement in Fig. 2 
Measure of depolarization power of the depolarizer matrix on a polarized incident source. Obtained from the depolarization matrix.
Degree of change in retardance for linearly polarized light.
Linear DOP DOP L ¼ E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 6 ; 6 3 ;
the backward matrix M B can then be obtained from E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 7 ; 6 3 ;
where M mirror ¼ Mueller matrix reflecting at normal incidence. 60 Using M F and M B , the sample matrix M sample can be obtained from the measured matrix M measured via E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 8 ; 3 2 6 ; 2 3 2
Mueller Matrix Extraction and Decomposition
For a selected region, 36 polarimetric confocal sample images, from six PSA configurations for each of six PSG states, and a corresponding SHG image are obtained. Each image spans 512 × 512 pixels and is collected in ∼120 s. The SHG image is binarized by setting a threshold, based on second-harmonic signal strength, to highlight regions with appreciable collagen. This thresholded SHG image is then used as a mask to pattern the polarimetric confocal images. This process has the effect of yielding confocal images of collagen-rich regions. We subsequently determine the Mueller matrix per pixel using an image analysis algorithm based on Eq. (3) and extract submatrices and scalar parameters using equations in Table 1 . Figure 3 shows the confocal (red), SHG (green), and resulting SHG-patterned confocal (grayscale) images for three layers of a 3-D z-stack of porcine tendon, with a step size of 5 μm. From theoretical considerations, 50 the axial resolutions are calculated to be 1.4 · n · λ em1 ∕NA 2 (¼ 2.6 μm) for confocal microscopy, and 2.3 · n · λ em2 ∕NA 2 (¼ 2.1 μm) for SHG microscopy. The emission wavelengths, λ em1 and λ em2 , are given to be 780 and 390 nm, respectively, and n is assumed to be that of air. These values are sufficiently close to show that the images are roughly representative of similar planes. Each slice should also exclude significant out-of-plane signal contamination, since the resolution is less than the 5-μm layer separation.
Results
The variation of parameters across the three layers imaged is shown in Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4(a) , depolarization and circular DOP parameters show a similar trend, reducing in value with deeper tissue penetration. Diattenuation and linear DOP show minimal variation across layers. The high linear DOP values indicate that there is a cumulative effect of preserving linear polarization, which is expected to be along the direction of the fibrils. In Fig. 4(b) , it is observed that the average linear retardance reduces with deeper penetration. Figure 5 shows polarization "heat" map comparisons between selected parameters from collagen in PCL and the center z-slice of porcine tendon imaged. On average, PCL has higher circular DOP values (0.75) than tendon (0.25). This implies that circularly polarized light preserves its polarization to a higher degree on passing through PCL. This observation is supported by the depolarization map, since the reduction of circular DOP most likely contributes to the overall depolarization of the sample. Ligament and tendon are connective tissues that have parallel and tightly packed heterogeneous collagen fibers. 61 However, ligament may also include collagen bundles with spiral arrangement, 62 and this additional organization variation potentially explains the preferential response to circularly polarized light. Furthermore, the linear retardance of tendon collagen is less than that of PCL collagen. Since linear retardance is related to the birefringence of the sample, this seems to infer that the PCL region imaged has higher birefringence than tendon, which is another expected effect of a spiral/ helical fiber arrangement.
63 Figure 6 shows the "heat" map comparisons for some parameters from a collagen-rich region and noncollagenous EFMC in PCL. The differences in mean values are more subtle in this case. Also, the polarization data do not show as much variation as the confocal images, and this may be due to additional isotropic absorption which varies across the region imaged and affects intensity but not polarization information. It is observed that, on average, the linear DOP is preserved more for PCL collagen than PCL EFMC. This suggests that there are more components that scatter linear polarization in the EFMC than in fibers. Furthermore, the higher average linear retardance points to the relatively higher birefringence of collagen compared with EFMC. A previous study that alludes to this showed that increased presence of other EFMC components such as proteoglycan caused lower linear birefringence, 64 inferring that the EFMC has an average lower linear retardance than collagen. However, care must be taken in comparing these values, as the overlapping error bars suggest that the observed differences are not statistically significant.
Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we introduced the multimodal SPPARC microscope, from which 3-D SHG-patterned confocal microscopy images of collagen fibers were obtained. We applied linear polarimetric analysis and matrix decomposition methods to these images in order to obtain rich polarization information. We also showed that SPPARC microscopy permits label-free quantitative analysis of the EFMC, which to our knowledge had heretofore not been accomplished. Using MMPD as a decomposition approach, we highlighted differences in average parameter values between tendon and PCL collagen and observed that PCL preserves circular DOP (and hence has less total depolarization) than tendon collagen. The variation in parameters was not as pronounced for the comparison between tendon collagen and tendon EFMC. We also tracked changes in parameters across layers for collagen in tendon. The retardance parameters in particular showed gradually reducing values for deeper penetration.
In order to make statistically significant comparisons with stronger interpretation of results, an in-depth study involving more samples and further data analysis would be needed. In addition, the potential of polarimetric measures for differentiation would be more readily realized for complex microstructures having greater diversity, such as the case with varying pathologies of cancerous tissues. This is indeed the focus of ongoing work being undertaken. Furthermore, more recent decomposition methods can be adapted to SPPARC microscopy; one such method is the differential matrix decomposition, 65 which assumes the sample's properties within a differential matrix set by the spot size of the probing beam.
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